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By Mitzvah Corps Civil Rights Journey 2016 Participants and Sta�

Today, our Civil Rights Journey participants had the opportunity to meet Flonzie Brown Wright, an inspirational
Civil Rights Movement �gure and the �rst Black female elected o�cial in the state of Mississippi.

Ms. Wright shared her story with us, connecting her experiences in the ‘60s with the current �ght for civil rights
and racial equality in our country. It was a true privilege to hear the �rst-hand narrative of such an important
leader.

After our inspiring day together, we asked our participants, “What part of Mrs. Wright’s story do you want others to
know?”

She embodies everything perfect about human nature. Her perseverance to the world, her country, and her own
community inspires me to continue on this journey.– Ben Dachman

Overall, Ms. Wright’s story proved that persistence can give people the power and in�uence to make a lasting
change in the world. – Eliana Robin

Despite experiencing extreme racism, Ms. Wright has an unmatched energy level and friendliness. – Jacob Rubin

Her determination, which bloomed brightly, as she struggles and is successful.- Caleb Marcus

Her motto of “If you’re going to do something, make sure you’re doing it for the right reasons.” – Noah Blanck

One of the most powerful stories that Ms. Wright shared was her election to the Board of Elections. After
experiencing extreme discrimination through the unfair voter registration testing, she persevered to register a
majority of Black voters in her community. She was subsequently elected to o�ce, a major milestone in the
Mississippi Civil Rights Movement. “It’s on you to help America live out the meaning of its creed, that we are all
created equal.”

She proved that, even in such a corrupt government, the seemingly “little” person can have a place in o�ce. – Nora
Goodman-Bryan

I want others to hear her remarkable story and how she remained optimistic throughout the years, despite the
constant barriers.- Melanie Katz

Mrs. Wright was a beautiful speaker and proved that even one person can make a huge di�erence in his or her
community. Mrs. Wright was lovely, answered every question, and took time to answer in entirety. – Ari Silver

“Unless and until we are willing to come to the table as human beings and say ‘You are my brother, my sister, my
friend, and what can we do to help make this better?’ — it won’t.” – Ms. Wright

Her resolve to make a di�erence in her world and her energy and passion to continue her �ght against injustice. –
Miriam Krugman

She has no hate directed at any one person or group. Instead she has chosen to spread her knowledge and
wisdom with groups like us. – Katherine Huggins
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Mrs. Wright has been through the worst life has to o�er, including extreme racism, prejudice, and death of
innocent family. I would expect her to be full of hate and rage against the people responsible for all the adversity
in her life; and who would blame her? However, she was able to let go of all the hate and replace it with another
very powerful emotion, love. Mrs. Wright recognized that love, acceptance, and justice always trumps hate, racism,
and prejudice; even when violence and hate seems like the only answer. – Elliot Raskin

One participant asked Ms Wright to comment on the current #blacklivesmatter movement. In response, Ms.
Wright shared the story of her grandson, who was tragically shot by the Los Angeles police when attempting to
show that he did not have a gun. She reacted “When people in authority don’t use their power wisely, we’re going
to have some issues.”

Prejudice and racism towards the African American community exists and is done to make the African American
community feel inferior to others in society. This was shown by the examples of her grandson being senselessly
shot. – Eliana Marks

Mrs. Wright has lost so much to the inequalities of races in the United States -her right to vote 50 years ago and,
more recently, her grandson, someone who is supposed to outlive her by so many years- and yet she keeps giving
these talks, making an impact on people like us today. Her incredible stamina to withstand such hatred is
incredibly inspiring. – Ellie Paris

The fact that her grandson was an innocent victim of a police shooting was especially powerful due to the recent
events in the South. – Vivian Jacobs

The story about her grandson was incredible powerful and mostly because it was a personal story. – Nina Miller

Her most important advice was, “You may not be able to change THE world, but you can change YOUR world”

Ms. Wright has been through so much yet she still continues to inspire everyone she talks to. She has such an
inspirational way with her words. – Maddy Halseth

Ms. Wright’s ability to wing a speech based o� of the questions we asked was awesome. The animation and ability
to provide humor and also sadness was incredible. She had a great connection with the the audience and I am
incredibly thankful for being able to appreciate her words and purchase her book. – Elijah Howe

Her determination and commitment to educate the rest of the world about how she overcame her struggles and
how others can do the same, even with the discrimination and tragedies that she su�ered through. – Alex Sklarz

As we travel along our journey, we have the privilege of “coming to the table” with the leaders, educators, thinkers,
and believers that are moving their communities forward. Ms. Wright’s story will stick with us for a very long time,
and we hope that you too will invite your community to the table in order to make your world a tiny bit better.
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